Forces and Motion                Equipment List

Individual Setups

1 computer with Data Studio
   installed
1 PASCO track
1 PASCO motion detector/
   USB adaptor
1 PASCO force detector/USB
   adaptor
1 PASCO cart
1 hook for force detector
1 attachment screw for force
   detector
1 meterstick
1 ruler

1 roll of masking tape
1 spool of string
1 pair of scissors
1 large C-clamp
1 medium length metal rod
1 PASCO pulley
5 large rubber bands
2 PASCO 250 g masses
2 200 g hooked masses
2 100 g hooked masses
2 50 g hooked masses
2 20 g hooked masses

Class Items (4 sets)

1 Balance
2 500 g masses
Extra masses
Class Items

Balance and 500g weights

Extra weights